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The IP traffic will grow at a compound

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 24 percent

from 2016 to 2021 [1]. This growing

demand promotes the next generation of

100G and 400G optical network solutions.

As with the continuation of the optical

transport network (OTN) development at

CPqD [2] [3], this work describes the design

of a 100 Gbit/s OTN Processor chip.
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Fig. 4 – Test chip FC-BGA package.

Fig. 3 – Physical layout of the OTN Processor chip die.

Fig. 2 – OTN Processor chip functional block diagram.

The 100 Gbit/s OTN Processor device under

development at CPqD operates as either an

OTN Regenerator or a Transponder, as

shown in Figure 1. As a special feature, data

security and authentication are provided by

the use of a 256-bit advanced encryption

standard (AES-256) engine.

Both chips were manufactured at TSMC

using the 40 nm technology node. The full

version of the 100 Gbit/s OTN Processor

device is now in the package assembly

phase. As with the test chip, a dedicated

evaluation board was designed, providing all

the necessary connections and interfaces to

validate the device.

A 100 Gbit/s test chip was also designed and

manufactured in order to validate third party

IPs, some of the functional blocks developed

at CPqD for the OTN Processor, as well as

the design flow tool set and procedures [5].

The test chip includes ten SerDes devices,

three PLLs, dozens of LVDS and GPIO

cells, the OTL4.10 block, Scramblers, FIFO

memories, and a parallel CPU interface.

It was conceived with a single 100 Gbit/s

interface and internal data loopback to

perform a simple task of receiving and

transmitting OTN frames (generated and

verified by a protocol analyzer equipment).

Tests were successfully executed after

troubleshooting of the SerDes configuration

and parameter settings.

Table 1 brings some of the chip parameters

and Figure 4 shows the device package.

Table 1 – Test chip parameters.

Fig. 1 – Application scenario using the OTN Processor chip.

OTN regenerators are usually deployed in

long haul WDM (Wavelength Division

Multiplexing) links to expand their reach.

They provide 3R regeneration (Re-

amplification, Re-shaping, and Re-timing) of

the OTN signal, error detection and

correction through the intrinsic FEC

(Forward Error Correction) algorithm, and

other OAM (Operations, Administration and

Management) features of the protocol [4].

In the Transponder mode, the additional

feature of OTN link encryption is also

provided, allowing the establishment of

secure and authenticated WDM connections

between two or more nodes.

Figure 2 depicts the functional blocks of the

OTN Processor chip.

Both 100 Gbit/s interfaces (Client and Line

side) are made up of groups of ten SerDes

devices running at 11.18 Gbit/s, with low

jitter PLLs providing their clock reference.

In the Client side interface of the TX

Processor path, the OTN data received by

the SerDes block are transmitted at a lower

speed (~175 MHz) in a 640-bit bus to the

OTL4.10 Decoder, where they are

synchronized and deskewed.

The FEC Decoder detects and corrects errors

in the data stream, which naturally results

from noise and propagation effects, and the

Framer RX performs the OAM reception

functions of the protocol. FIFO memories

are used for clock domain separation

between the Client and Line side interfaces.

In the Transponder mode, the Encryption

block is enabled and the OTN data are

encrypted, while in the Regenerator mode

data are just bypassed.

The Framer TX rebuilds the OTN frames

with new OAM data and sends them to be

processed by the FEC Encoder, which

calculates and inserts parity data in the

corresponding fields of the new frames.

The OTL4.10 Encoder splits the 640-bit bus

into 10 lanes of 11.18 Gbit/s, adding

synchronization words and transmitting

them to the high-speed transceivers (SerDes)

at the Line side interface.

The RX Processor path performs the same

functionalities of the TX Processor, in the

opposite direction.

Figure 3 shows the chip physical layout and

its main blocks. The 7 x 10 mm die has

about 8 million gates and will be mounted

into an FC-BGA (Flip Chip Ball Grid Array)

package with 1,368 balls.
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